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onthe5335A.Another53354featureis highresolution,
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Twointerpolator
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nanosecond
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beginsand endsin relationto the clockpulses.
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A Fully Integrated,MicroprocessorGontrolledTotal Station
Here's a new instrumentthat measuresangles and
disfances,combines fhese readings,and yields true
three-dimensionalpositioninformation.
by AlfredF. Gort
HE MEASUREMENT OF DISTANCE by electronic
techniques has become well established in recent
years. This technology has been combined with
existing theodolites-optomechanical angle-measuring
instruments-to form three-dimensional measurement
systems.Fully integrated total stations that measureboth
distance and angle electronically have been developed by
Hewlett-Packardland several other companies.
The performanceof the optomechanicaltheodolite with
an optical micrometer has been difficult to match with
electronicencodersystems.Until recently the encodersystems have been considerably larger than optomechanical
angle measurementsystemsand have not reachedsecondorder accuracy in most cases.Becauseof the increasing
demandfor speedand accuracy,more interestnow existsin
combining the distanceand angle measuringfunctions into
a single instrument with arc-second accuracy for
angles and accuracy to several millimetres for distance.
Hewlett-Packard'sanswer to this need is Model 3820A
Electronic Total Station,Fig. 1. To make it a reality, several
new subsystemshad to be developed:
r An optical systemthat functions as the transmitting and
receivingopticsfor the distancemeterand asthe sighting
telescopefor the theodolite.
r An electronic angle-measuringsystem comparable in
size and accuracyto a second-ordertheodolite.
r A two-axis gravity-sensing device to provide vertical
index and horizontal angle correction.
r A miniaturized distance-metermodule with greatly reduced power consumption and a five-kilometre range.
r An electronic system and microprocessorto control the
instrument, perform necessarycomputations,and output
data to a peripheral for recording or processing.
r A structural frame and bearing system with the stability
required for a second-ordertheodolite.
Optical System
The layout of the optical systemfor the 3820A is shown in
Fig. 2. Acotodioptric telescopewith a 66-mm clearaperture
is used.The design provides sufficient areafor the distance
meter's hansmitting and receiving beams in a short telescopelength. Since the majority of the telescope'spower is
in the reflector, the system has excellent color correction
and exhibits no secondory spectrum. The Mongin mirror
and corrector lens form an objectivethat is well corrected
for sphericol oberrotions and como over a 1.5ofield. The
NoteiAll terms in iialicsin this articleare defined in the glossaryon page 11

30x telescopeuses a Pechan prism to erect the image. A
symmetrical eyepiecegives a sharp field at full angle and a
12-mm eye relief. The reticle is illuminated for night work.
The optics system acts as an eight-power Goliieon te.lescope for the distance meter. The distance meter incorporatesa double heterojunctionGaAslasing diode, a chopper
system, and a reference path. A beam splitter is used to
reflect the infrared light into the distance-metermodule
while transmitting the visible spechum to the eyepiece.
Electronic Measurement and Control System
Four transducersfeed measurementdata to the central
microprocessor. The transducers are the distancemeasuring module, the horizontal-angle encoder, the
vertical-angleencoderand the tilt meter. The microprocessor controls the transducersvia the I/O module, which has
an eight-bit control bus and an eight-bit databus (seeFig. 3).
The two angle encodersare optically and electronically
identical and each one consistsof three analog interpolation circuits plus an eight-bit digital sensor. The analog
signals from the angle encoders,tilt meter, and distance
meter use a common phase detector.Angle, tilt, and distance interpolation are accomplished by phase measurement. The desired transducer is selectedfor input to the
phase detector by a control gate from the I/O module.
The microprocessoris a 56-bit serial processorwith a
ten-bit instruction word. A maskedROM contains 4096 of
theseten-bit instructions.Ten 56-bit words can be storedin
the data storagechip (RAM). This RAM storesthe last measurement of each function in a dedicated location.
The instrument has two identical keyboard and display
units (Fig. 4), one on the front and the other on the back of
the telescopemount. This was done for user convenience
when taking direct and reversedtelescopereadings(p.lungingJ for high-accuracymeasurements.
Measurementdata can be transmitted via a special interface,the digital-output module, to a peripheral. This interfaceincludes two-way handshakesignalsand transmits via
five sliprings to the fixed base. The 380014 HP-IB* Distance Meter Interface converts these signals to an HP-IBcompatible format to facilitate interfacing to data processing systems.2
Angle Measurement System
Angles are electronically read from a glass disc with a
metal-film pattern deposited on it. Since the zenith angle
*Compatiblewith IEEEStandard488-1978.
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The illumination amplitude I is modulated as a function
must be an absolutevalue referencedto gravity, an absolute
of time: I(t1:1r1tr,r,,. Substituting into (1) through (4)
reading systemwas choseninstead of an incremental one.
and then subtracting (3) from (1) and subtracting (a) from
The identical system is used for both the horizontal and
(2) yields:
vertical angles.
I1-I, = 21titt1@)sin(ort)
The encoder disc used in the 3820A is shown in Fig. 5.
(5)
I2-Ia:2lcos({)sin(ort)
The optical sensing system for reading this disc is illus(6)
These two signals are processedin such a manner that
trated in Fig. 6. The angular position on the disc is found by
(Ir-Ia) is phase-shiftedg0'with respectto (I2-In). The recombining three separatemeasurements:
sulting signals are then summed in an operational ampli1. The instrument first measuresan eight-bit Groy-code
fier (seeblock diagram, Fig. 3).
pattern that determinesposition to one part in 256. This is
2Isin(@)sin(ort)
+ 90' shift : 2Isin(d)cos(<.rt)
similar to reading the degreema.rkon a theodolite circle.
2Icos(@)sin(rot)
+0" shift: 2Icos(@)sin(ort)
2. Next, the instrument interpolatesa sinusoidal-hackpat2lsin(@)cos(art)+zlcos({)sin(art):2lsin(art+@) (z\
tern of 128 cycles by dividing each cycle into 1000 parts.
The signal (7) is compared in a phase detector with the
Thus, the circle is divided into 128,000 increments, each
modulating signal sin(art)to determine @.The phasemeter
corresponding to an angular variation of approximately ten
has a resolution of 0.36 dearc seconds.
3. Finally, the instrument ingrees,resulting in an interpoterpolates the position on a
lation of one part in 1000 for
track comprised of 4096 rathe period.
dial slits. Again, the period
The above derivation asfor each slit is subdivided
sumes zero sensor width.
However,it can be shown that
into 1000 parts. This divides
the circle into 4,096,000
the equations hold for a
parts, resulting in a true onefinite-width sensor. This is
cc-grad (0.32 arc-second)
becausethe convolution inresolution.
tegral of a sine function with a
The 4096-radial-slitpattern
rectangle function is still a
is iead at diamehically opsine or cosine function alposed points on the circle to
though the amplitude is
eliminate eccentricity errors.
changed.
The reading ofthe sinusoidal
A typical error graph for the
track interpolator is also corencoder system is shown in
rected for the eccentricity
Fig. B. Fourier analysis ofthe
sensedby the 4096-slit track.
graph shows an interpolation
The microprocessor comerror of 3.1 cc grad, a oncebines the readingsofthe three
around error of 2.6 cc grad,
sensorsystemsto produce an
and a twice-around error
(graduation error) of 4.2 cc
absolutereading.
grad. The once-around error
To illustrate the principle
of interpolation, consider the
can be eliminated by plungsinusoidal track. Fig. 7a
ing and the twice-around
showsthe hack, which varies
error may be averagedout by
sinusoidally in width. The
incrementing the circle.
wavelength of the pattern is
Overall, the total standard
1080 pcmand the maximum
deviation of the error is below
amplitude is 600 pm. Four
one arc second, making the
photodiodesare placed at g0"
38204 an excellent tool for
Fig.1. Model 3820A Electronic Totat Station.Thisinstrument
intervals with respect to the
second-order
measurement
combines electronic distance and angle measurement
sinusoidal period. Eachdiode
work.
capabilitiesinto a compact package.The valuesobtained with
sensesthe collimated illumithe 3820Aare accurate to a few millimetresfor distancesup to
nation through the pattern.
five kilometres and to a few arc seconds for horizontal and
Gravity Sensing System
vertical angles.
The photocurrent generated
Traditionally, a theodolite
depends on the illuminated
has been equipped with a
areaof the diode, which in turn is dependenton the diode,s
twenty-arc-second level vial parallel to the trunnion axis for
position with respectto the pattern.
precise leveling and a vertical compensator to correct
The relationship between photocurrent and position is
zenith angles for residual tilt. Precise leveling is necessary
derived as follows (seeFig. 7b):
to maintain horizontal-angle accuracy for steep vertical
I1:16+Isin(@)
(1)
angles. In the 38204, the vertical compensator and trun12:Io+Isin({+ 90):Is + Icos(@)
(2)
nion-axis-plate level are combined in a two-axis tilt sensor.
13: Io+Isin(@+1B0):Io - 11itr141
(3)
This device eliminates the need for precise leveling.
Ia: Iq+Isin(@+270):Is-Icos({)
(4)
The system is basically a two-axis electronic outocol4 gewrert-pncxARDJouRNALsEprEN,4BER
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F)9.2. The3820Aopticalsystem
usesa compacttelescopedesign
for taryet sighting.An infrared
laserdistancemeasurementsystemsharesthe use of theprimary
opticalelements.

Chopper

limotor. Fig. 9 shows the optical layout of the tilt sensor.A
mercury pool damped with silicone oil is used to establish
the vertical reference. The surface of the mercury pool
serves as a reflector that is always perpendicular to the
direction of gravity. The enclosure consists of an antireflection-coatedoptical flat joined to a metal cup. This
arrangement accommodates thermal expansion. The
three-elementilluminator lens provides highly uniform illumination of the transparentsinusoidal slits (Fig. 10). A
negative lens, a positive lens, and the mercury reflector
form the imaging system. The effective focal length of the

system is 163 mm.
To determine the level within one cc grad, the pattern
position is read to o.7 p.m accuracy. The interpolation
technique is the same as used for angle measurement. Two
combinations of a transparent sinusoidal slit and its four
photodiode sensors are aranged orthogonally for the two
axes.To prevent erroneous readings when the interpolators
exceedtheir range,a limit sensoris incorporated.When in
range,the limit sensorremains illuminated. If the range is
exceeded,the limit sensoris no longer illuminated, and a
display indicator flashes to inform the operator. Cross-axis
375 Hz

Motor Control
Control
Pulses

Peripheral

Fig.3. Electronic block diagram for 3820A Electronic Total Station.
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Flg, 6. Arrangementof the opticalsensorrs
for readingthe
patterns
threeconcentric
oneachangleencoderdisc(g:ysytical, 0:horizontaldisc components).
Eccentricityerrorsare
eliminatedby readingthe outermostpatternat two points
locatedacrossthe circlefromeachother(F1. F2 vatues).
Fig. 4. C/ose-up view of 3820A keyboard and display. There
are two of these units,one on each side of the instrument,for
user convenience.
movement combined with the one-millimetre height of the
photodiodes limits the range to +370 cc grad (-f 120 arc
seconds). A typical error graph for the tilt sensor is shown in
Fig. 11.

automatic sampling system with an internal path length
and an automatic balance system to match the energy
through the referencepath to the energy receivedfrom the
target. This matching method enables the instrument to
handle a wide range of return-signal strengths-a requilement for longer-rangeinstruments,
The infrared energyis modulated so that the phasedifferencebetween the internal referencebeam and the portion of
the transmitted beam that is reflected back from the target

DistanceMeterSystem
The main partsof the distancemeterareshownin block
diagramform in Fig. 12.Althoughsimilar in principleto
recent HP instruments,3 the hardware differs greatly on the
following points:
I The optical system and sighting telescope are combined.
r Physical size is greatly reduced.
I Distance meter power consumption is reduced to 1.b W.
r A heterojunction continuous-wave GaAs lasing diode is
used,
As in previous models, the distance meter contains an

d.lrlr'
?€.'M

Fag.5, Theangle encoder disc hasthree concentric metalfitm
patterns, The combination of the readings from each of these
patterns allows for the determinationof angular position with
one-cc-grad(0.32-arc-second)resolution.
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Fig.7 (a) Section of the sinusoidaltrack pattern on the angle
encoder disc. Theamountof illuminationpassingthroughthe
pattern to each of the regularly spaced photodiodes generates different photocurrents (b) that enable the determination
of the pattern position relative to the diode array.
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can be measured to determine the distance to the target.
Three modulation frequencies are used-15 MHz,375 kHz
and 3.75 kHz. A 360'phase shift for these frequencies corresponds to distance variations of 10, 400, and 40,000
metres, respectively. The readings for each frequency are
then combined to give the absolute distance.
These modulation frequencies and the instrument readout give unambiguous distance displays for exceptionally
long distances. Distances over five kilometres may be measured under ideal atmospheric conditions.
The receiver detects the returning infrared radiation with
a photo-avalanche diode. The diode also functions as a
mixer and provides a gain of 75. The transmitting diode is a
GaAs lasing diode developed by Hewlett-Packard for the
purpose of distance measurement. Fig. 13 shows the laser
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See Fig.10
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Pattern
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Sensors
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95 mm

8(X)arml--l
SquarePattern
tor
Limit Sensor

1080 pm

stit
Pattern

Fig. 10. Arrangementof slitpatternsand optical sensors/or
tilt meter. The tilt position measurementtechnique is the same
as thal used for angle measurement.
modulation and control system. An optical feedback loop
stabilizes the laser operating point over a wide temperature
range. The laser and its control loop are housed inside a
hermetically sealed metal package with an optically flat
window. Because of the high sensitivity of the receiver and
the high radiance of the laser beam, the instrument range is
five kilometres with a six-prism retroreflector assembly. To
prevent input circuit overload, it is necessary to use an
attenuator on the telescope objective for distances Iess than
250 metres. Alternatively, less efficient reflectors may be
used. Since the long-range accuracy depends largely on the
accuracy of the modulation frequency, a low-temperaturecoefficient crystal is used. The crystal stability specification
is -f4 ppm from -10T to +40t.
The group refractive index has been derived for standard
air (15'C and 760 mmHg) and a laser radiation wavelength
of 835 nm using two different references (see page 9):
(S)
where n, is the group index
n"-\:279.34x10-G
299,792.5 km/s
c:
tg)
resulting in a modulation frequency with zero-ppm correction of 14.985439 MHz for standard air. In the 3820A, the
frequency is set at +110 ppm, or 14.987087 MHz.

MicroprocessorFunctions
derivedfrom HP
The 38204 usesa microprocessor
ccgrad
+c

-.04

.04
Tilt (grads)

-1

TrunnionAxis(Roll)
Fig.9. Optical systemfor 3820A tilt sensor.Themercury pool
at the bottom establishesa reflective plane that is perpendicular to the force of gravity.

Fig. 11. Typi cal axistilt interpol ation errors versustllt ang Ie for
lrlt sensor.
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Fig. 12. Distance meter block diagram. This assembly can measure dlstances up to five
kilometres with +(5 mm + 5 mmlkm) accuracy over a temperature range of -10" to 40"C.

pocket-calculatortechnology to perform various functions
within the instrument. Among these functions are the following:
r Control various measurementsequencesand the display.
r Processthe intermediateresultsfrom the angle encoders,
tilt meter, and distance meter.
r Perform numerous calculations and conections such as
compensatingangles for instrument tilt and computing
projected distances.
r Provide an internal self-testsequence,which checksfor
the presenceof many internal signals in the angle encoders, tilt meter, and distance meter.
The routines needed for control and computations are
storedin a 4K-byteROM which is roughly divided into four
parts of 1K bytes each, corresponding to:
r Distance measuring routines
r Angle measuring routines
r Self-testand service tests
r Keyboard, display and control routines.
Multifunction Sequence
An example of the control function of the microprocessor
(continuedon page 10)
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Fig. 13. Laser contol and modutation system.The system
uses a custom GaAs lasing diode developed by HewlettPackard for this purpose.

Distance Correction for Variations ln
Air Temperature and Pressure
In an electronicdistancemeterthe distanceis derivedfrom the
amountof time requiredfor the transmittedinfraredbeamto makethe
and back. Therefore,it is necessaryto
roundtrip to the retroreflector
accuratelyknowthevelocityoi the infraredradiationin air' In general'
an unmodulatedplane wave will have a velocity
(1)

v:cin

where c is the velocityof light in a vacuum and n is the index of
relractionfor the medium.The refractiveindexfor air depends on the
radiationwavelengthas well as the densityof the air.The wavelength
dependencecan be approximatedbyl
Itra

tro

t elQ

( n - 1 )x 1 0 8 : 2 7 2 5 e . e .
?.?

(2)

Thisexpression
wherel, is the radiationwavelengthin micrometres,
is for standardair,whichis dry air at 15'Cand 760 mmHg pressure.
For an amplitudemodulatedwave the amplitudemaximapropagatewitha groupvelocityu. Thegroupvelocityis relatedto the phase
velocityv by2
.dv
u:v-Adtr

(r,

Now, definethe refractiveindex for the group velocity,no, as c/u.
For air it can be assumedthat
I

the group velocity is then
Since c : 299792.5kilometres/second,
The maximum modulation
clno : 299708.8kilometres/second.
wavelength,trr, desired for the instrumentls 20 metres so that the
modulationfrequency,f' will exhibit360' of phase shiftfor every 10
metres of distance between the instrumentand the retroreflector.
Therefore,the highestmodulationfrequency is
f'm : - Y -

tr^

= 14985439Hz

The influenceof watervapor in the atmosphereon group velocityhas
been neglectedsince this effect is believedto be lessthan one ppm
for near-infraredradiation.
Temperature and Pressure Correction
It is assumedthat the refractiveindex for air variesfrom the ideal
valueof 1.0 for vacuum in proportionto the densityof the air, p, such
that

( n o - 1 )'| P 2 : ! " ( n " -' 1v )
Pt

(e)

'| P ,

for smallvariationsin density.Sinceit is also assumedthat air behavesaccordingto the ideal gas law, pV : RT,and knowingthat the
to the volume,V, of the air,thenthe
densityis inverselyproportional
refractiveindex for any temperatureT2 and pressure p2 can be
found by

d\/

ffi<<1

( n s - 1 )I

vt
pz,rz

* { n n - 1 )|

(10)
0,,r,

can be made.
Thus,the followingapproximation

*H]
J: ["(,-H)]-':+[,

ror

given the value at a temperatureT, and pressurep1. Solvingfor
V, and V, using the ideal gas law and using (B) for the refractive
index in standardair (p1 : 760 mmHg, T1 :273.2 + 15'K)' expression(10) becomes

F r o m( 1 )

o u= - ! o n

(5)

n-

( n s -1 ) l p , r = 2 7 s s 4 x1 0 - 6x [ ( * )

:

fi-A

=OA

(ol

in'C From
wherep is the pressurein mmHgand T isthe temperature
this, it can be derived that the distancecorrectionis

Combining(2) and (6) yields

:272se.e.
(nn-1)
x 1oB
+4

inppm: 27g.34'
Correction
ffi

-Y

(7)

Forthelaserwavelength
usedin the38204,0.835prm,thisbecomes
( n n - l ) x 1 0 8: 2 7 9 9 4 . 2 8
Therefore.

(B)

(##)l

105.92p
.-.^-o
(273.2+r)

Then,using (1), (a) and (5) we can derivethe followingresult

nn:i:;['- **]

.

( 11 )

This correction can be entered into the 38204 via a front-panel
control.The microprocessorthen applies this correctronto all subsequent distance measurements.
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is the routine for the MULTIkey. This key activatesa measurementsequencethat combinesangle and distancereadings for a three-dimensionalmeasurementresult. The sequence is:
r measureand output the horizontal angle
r measureand output the zenith angle
r measureand output the slope distance.
To accomplish this complex control function the transducers have to be designedfor control by a processorand
also have to contain the hardware necessily for communication with the processor.Examplesof these requirements
arethe eight control lines for the circle interpolatorsand the
accumulator that functions as the common analog-todigital converterfor all systems.The control and reception
of datafrom the transducersis done via the I/O module. This
unit is the communication link between the processorand
the measurementsystems.
With the multifunction sequenceit is also possible to
make repeatedmeasurementsat a rate of one full sequence
every2.7seconds.With the 3820A,the 38001AHP-IB interface and a data processor(e.g.,9825A) one can assemblea
system that can track the position of slow moving targets,
assumingthat one can keepthe telescopeaimed at the target
manually.
Angle Correction
The 38204 Electronic Total Station is the only instrument presently availablethat compensatesboth horizontal
and vertical anglesfor instrument tilt. It is only necessaryro
level the instrument within 120 arc secondsto maintain full
angular accuracy.However, leveling to one arc minute is
recommendedto avoid positioning errorsusing the optical
p.lummet. This is easily and quickly accomplished using
the circular bubble level on the olidode of the instrument.
The corrections for the remaining tilt of the vertical axis
with respectto gravity are:
Zenith angle correclion:[@:B+ lz62cot(6)
(10)
Horizontal angle correction:A0:
6cot(d) -lzB6ft+zcot, (O)]
(11)
in which: B : tilt along the telescopeaxis
E : tilt along the trunnion axis
@ : zenith angle
Analysis of (10) shows that the secondorder term for Ad
can be neglected.For example:if B : 6 : 120 arc seconds
(the limit of the tilt meter),the secondorder term for AS is
only three arc secondsat a zenith angle of 1'. At a zenith
angle of 45', the term is less than 0.i. arc second.
Both terms of equation (11) may be significant. In the
38204, only the first-order correction is applied when the
line of sight is within 45" of horizontal. Beyond this range,
both terms are used. To illustrate the importance of the
horizontal-anglecorrection,consider that at a zenith angle
of 7s', every four arc seconds of tilt introduces one arc
second of error. By automatically making this correction,
the 3820A eliminates the need for precise leveling.
Distance Consistency Check
As in previous HP distance meters, the 38204 incorporates a consistencycheck on the distance data. While distance data is being accumulated, the processor keeps a
running total of the meanand varianceof the readings.If the
10 rewrerr-pncKARDJouRNALsEpTEMBER
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Development of the 3820A
The developmentof an instrumentof this complexity can only be accomplishedwhen many favorablefactors coincide. Existingtechnologyin
light-emitting
devtces,photodiodes,photolithography
and electronicmicrocircuits at the startof the developmentprojectindicatedthat it was possibleto
design a compact fully-integrated
instrumentmeasuringboth angles,tilt and
distance.
Initallya small group was formed to invesligatemethods for angle measurementand design the basic optical systemof the telescopeand distance
meter.Thisearlygroup includedCharlesMoorewho contributedmuchto both
the opticaland electronicdesigns,WaltAuyerwho designedthe mechanical
elementsol the angletransducers,BillyMiracle,our mechanicaldesignleader,
who designedthe temperature-compensated
objectivecellsfor the telescope,
Jim Epsteinwho designed most of the digital control system,includingthe
so{lwaredesign for the microprocessorcontrol,and Ron Kerschnerwho designed the mechanicalsystemsfor the distancemeter and level sensor.
Thisteam laterbecamethe nucleusof a much largerteam and was aided by
many specialists.Tom Christenand Hal Chase took over the design of the
thin-filmmicrocircuitsneededto constructlhe angletransducers,tiltmeterand
distancemeter.The industrialdesign of the instrumentwas being lirmed up
duringthistime by ArnoldJoslinwho made significantcontributions
to keeping
the instrumentcompact and portable.
group
Whenthe
was increasedto full strength,Dave Daniels-Leeand Sanford Barantook on the majorityol the analogcircuitdesignwhileCraigCooley
joined the team to design the main slructuralframe and side covers of lhe
instrument.Towardsthe end of the d€)signphaseCraig Cooleyalsodesigned
the levelingbase. With Billy Miracle taking on a larger part of the project
managementin the mechanicalarea,Davesims joinedthe groupto designthe
mechanicalpartsfor the maintelescope.Davealsodesignedthe carryingcase
forthe 3820A.Thiscase providesa highdegreeof protectionin a compactsize.
Besidesthe centraldesignteam,manysupportgroupshelpedto realizethis
design. The tooling effort, involvingseveral people, was coordinatedand
guided by Wilbur Saul.Administrativehelp was coordinatedby Bod Lampe
and VickiWordenwho controlledpartssupply,materiallistsand specification
drawings.Marketresearchwas performedby the marketinggroup in the Civil
EngineeringDivision.FritzSiekerand Tony Robinsoncontributedgreatlyin the
areasot keyboarddefinitionand softwareroutinesto be usedfor datareduction
and correction.Corporateengineeringand Hp Labs assistedin the angleencoderinvestigation
and alsodevelopedthe solid-stateGaAsheteroslruclure
laser that gave the distance meter its S-km range. Special recognitionis
deservedby the group in HP Labs who improvedthe lasercharacteristicsto
make rt suitablefor the demanding applicationol electronicdistance mea_
surement.The encouragementreceivedfrom BarneyOliverand Bill Hewlett
helped the design teams overcomedifficulthurdles.
Duringthe productioneffort,a largegroupol new peoplewas involvedon the
project.Mike Bullockservedduring the transitionperiod as projectmanager
untilthe productionstaffunderthe leadershipof MikeArmstrongand Jim White
took charge of production.
Finallyspecialmentionshouldgo to Bill McCullough,DivisionManager,and
Bill Smith,Lab Manager,who believedin the project'sultimatepromiseand
supportedthe effortwith their guidanceduring the developmentperiod.
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ACHROilATIC. Transmitslight withoutseparating it into its constituentcolors.
A sightingdevice used for the meaALIDADE.
surementof angles. Also the mechanical
See page 1?
structureof a THEoDoLITE.
AsPHERlc.A mirroror lens surfacethat varies
s l i g h t l yf r o m a t r u e s p h e r i c a ls u r f a c e .T h i s
is done to reduce lens aberrations.
A process of aligning a
AUTOCOLLIMATION.
telescope's line of sight perpendicularto a
m i r r o r ' ss u r f a c e .T h e t e l e s c o p e i s u s e d t o
project an image of a pattern toward the
mirror. By superimposingthe image reflected back by the mirror onto the original patt e r n i n t h e t e l e s c o p e ,l h e m i r r o r a n d t e l e scope are properlyaligned.
An opticaldesign, named afterthe
BOUWERS.
originator,in which reflectionstake place at
two silvered concentric spherical surfaces
Since both surfaces have a common focal
are greatly
point,SPHERICALABERRATIONS
reduced.
A reflectingtelescope in which
cAssEGRAlN.
the long optical path is lolded by reflecti n g t h e i n c o m i n gl i g h t f r o m a p a r a b o l o i d a l
primary mirror onto a small hyperboloidal
secondarymirrorthat in turn reflectsthe light
back lhrougha holein the centerof the primary
mirrorto an eyepiece.
Optical processesusing both
cATADtoPTRlc.
reflectionand refractionof light.
An optical lens deABERRATION.
CHROMATTC
lect that causes light color separation because the optical material focuses difterent
light colors at differentpoints.A lens without
this defect is said to be AcHRotilArlc.
coilA. A symptomof the presenceof optical
errors, so that a point object has an asymmetrical image (looks like an egg-shaped
sDot).

A measure of lens power equal to
OIOPTEF.
the reciprocalofthe lensfocallengthin metres.
A telescopeusing optiTELESCOPE.
GALILEAN
cal refraction.lts primary lens is convex and
convergesthe incominglight.The eyepieceis
a concave lens that divergesthe beam from
the primarylens and presentsan erect image.
G R A Yc o D E . A m o d i f i e d b i n a r y c o d e , S e quential numbers are represenledby binary
expressionsin which only one bit changes at
a time; thus errorsare easily detected.
A mirror in which the shalMIRROR.
MANGTN
LENSis
lower surface ol a negativel,4ENlscus
silveredto act as a spherical mirror.The
light travelingthrough the other surface and
the glass to the mirror is then corrected by
ON
f
t h e g l a s s f o r t h e S P H E R I c AALB E R R A T I O
the mirror.
MEI{lscUSLENS.A thin lens with one convex
and one concave surtace. The surtace with
the greatestradiusof curvatureis the convex
surfacefor a positivelensand the concaveone
for a negativelens.
PARAXIAL.
Lying near the axis
PECHAN
PFlSll.A prism using two glass elements that shortens an optical path by reflectinga light beam internallyfive times. The
exiting image is erect. Also known as a
Schmidtprism.
A devicefor centeringa THEODoLITE
PLUMMET.
over a specific location.In the 3820A this is
done opticallyby lookingthrougha sight anthe
base and centeringthe internalcrosshairson
the locationreouired.
A techniquelor cancelingsome of
PLUNG|NG.
Plungthe mechanicalerrorsin a THEoDOLITE.
ing involvesmeasuringthe angles to a target
twice.The target is sightedand the anglesare
is rotated 180",
measured.Then the ALIDADE

variance is within an internal limit, the mean is displayed
as the result. If the variance exceedsthis limit, the mean is
displayed and flashedto indicate a marginal result. Finally'
if no reading can be made, a flashing zero is displayed' A
more complete description of the basic processis given in
the paperby White.4While the processin the 3820A differs
in some details, it is essentiallythe same.

the telescope is flipped over and the angles
are measured again. The sign of the error
changes between the two readings, but not
the magnitude.By averagingthe two readings,
lhe error is eliminated.
An eyepiece assembly
RAMSOEN
EYEPIECE.
using two plano-convex lenses of identical
powerand local length.Theyare mountedwith
their planar surlaces facing out at each end
and are separatedby a distanceequal to their
common focal length.
RETICLE.
A patternof intersectinglines,wires,
filaments,or the like placed in the focus ot the
objective element ol an optical system. This
pattern is used for sighting and alignmentof
the system.
RETROREFLECTOR.
A device using prisms or
a n a r r a n g e m e n to f m i r r o r s t o r e f l e c t l i g h t
radiationback in a path parallelto the incident
path.
S E C O N D A R YS P E C T R U MT. h e r e m a i n i n g
fOT AN ACHROI\4ATIC
ABERRATION
CHROIV1ATIC
lens. The correctivetechniques used for the
lens are not equally effective for the entire
color spectrum so that some regions will
exhibitsome color errors.
T .h e o p t i c a l e r r o r
S P H E R I C AaLB E R R A T I O N
introduced by the tact that incident rays at
diflerent distances from the optical axis
are focused at ditferentpoints along the axis
by reflectionfrom sphericalmirrorsurfacesor
refractionby sphericallenses.
An opticalinstrumentfor measurTHEODOLITE.
i n g v e r t i c a l a n d h o r i z o n t a la n g l e s f r o m a
specific locationto a distanttarget.
An axle or prvotmountedon bearTRUNNION.
ings for tiltingor rotatingthe object it supports
S e eF i g . I o n p a g e 1 2 ,
z E N l T H .A p o i n t d i r e c t l y o v e r h e a d . Z e n i t h
angles are angles measuredfrom this point.
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MechanicalDesignConstraintsfor
a Total Station
by RonaldK. Kerschner
HE ACCURACY of a distance and angle measurement system is greatly dependent on its mechanical design. The geometricalconshaints imposed on
the 3820A Total Station required careful analysis and
design for its fabrication.
The principal axesof the 3820A are shown in Fig. 1. The
trunnion axis establishes an axis of rotation for the telescopeand should be perpendicular to both the optical and
vertical axes. The vertical axis should define an axis of
rotation for the instrument that does not change as the
alidade is rotated on its base.In addition. the vertical axis
must passthrough the intersection of the optical and trunnion axes for accurate angular measurement to targets at
short distances.
Vertical Axis
The horizontal angle error introduced when the vertical
axis doesnot intersectthe optical axis can be expressedas
Vertical-axis centering error :

""-'
I

Vertical-axis offset

l

( "oo8if,tl,lHget)
x ( X"Jr'rt})
""

This equationshowsthat when the targetdistanceincreases
to large values, the error decreasesto zero.
The vertical-axis centering is controlled to within 0.2b
mm (0.01 in) by the mechanical tolerancesand by adjustment of the optical axis. Axis wobble is a measureof the
imperfectionsin the vertical axis. It is measuredby taking
readings for both horizontal-level-sensoraxes versus the
Top View

Lower Bearing Plate

Fig. 2. Vertical-axis
supportbearingcross-sectlon.fhe
upperbearingis supportedby threeballbearingsthataltowit
to rotatefreelyonthelowerbearing.Theballbearingsarekept
in positionby a nylonretainerring.
horizontal angle for the alidade. The level-sensorreadings
are convertedto polar coordinates.The horizontal angle is
subtractedfrom the level-sensorpolar angle. Given a perfect vertical-axisbearing, the polar level vector will rotate
in the same direction and at the same rate as the alidade
horizontal angle.Variancesin direction and rate are due to

Front View

End of
Trunnion Axle

Alidade

Base
Bearing

VerticalAxis
Fig, 1, Pilncipal axes of the 38204. The instrument rotates
horizontallyabout the vertical axis,the telescope rotatesvertically about the trunnion axis,and the optical axisis the line of
sight for the telescope.
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Support

Fig.3, Trunnionaxle bearing. Two integral raised pads are
machined 120" apart on the inner surface of a ilng to support
the axle. A third pad located above the axle serves as a
retainer.
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error.
illustrationof height-of-standards
Fig, 4. Exaggerated
This error contributesto errorsin horizontalanQleswhen
measuringtargetsat variousverticalangles.
imperfections in the vertical-axisbearing.
Another way to explain vertical axis wobble is to imagine
a fixed screenbeing placed abovethe instrument perpendicular to the vertical axis and in a plane parallel to the
earth'ssurface.The axis wobble is a plot of the movementof
the intersection of the vertical axis with this screenas the
alidade is rotated on its base.Vertical-axiswobble complicates the determination of the horizontal level-sensorindexes.Thus, the wobble is tightly controlled to minimize
the problems encounteredin determining the indexes.
The vertical-axisbearing system is shown in Fig. 2. The
clearancebetween the hub and the top bearing plate controls the centeringuncertainty.The lower bearing is lapped
flat to within O.25p,m (10 pin). The balls are made with a
diametertoleranceof 0.5 pm (20 pr.in).The upper bearing is
machined to have three equidistant high points around its
perimeter. The surface peak-to-valley variation for this
bearing is 2.5 pm (100 g.in).Thus, the lower bearing establishes a plane, the balls serveas a rolling elementto reduce
friction, and the top bearingprovides three-pointkinematic
contact. The bearing plates and the hub are made from
hardened steel to minimize wear.
Trunnion Axis
Since the trunnion axis is always close to being perpendicular to gravity, a simple V-block bearing can be used.
This type of bearing provides line contact on the axle.
V-blocks are used extensivelyin mechanical measurement
for establishing a referenceon cylindrical parts. Because
the instrument will be shipped and handled in positions
other than those perpendicular to gravity, the bearing requires a third retaining point. The actual bearing used is
shown in Fig. 3. The two lower pads provide an approximation to a V-block. The upper pad is there to retain the axle in
abnormal positions and is not in contact with the axle
during normal use.
Height-of-standardserror results when the trunnion axis
is not perpendicular to the vertical axis (Fig. a), If a heightof-standardserror exists,horizontal-angle errors are introduced when two targets are at different vertical angles.A
plot of the horizontal-angle error between two points, one

30

50

60

70

(degrees)
Vertical
AngleaboveHorizon
errorsverFig,5. Familyof curvesshowinghorizontal-angle
susverticaLangbdifferencesfor varyingdegreesof heightof-standardserror.
on the horizon and the other at varying angles above the
horizon, versustheir differencein vertical angle for various
values of height-of-standardserror is given in Fig. 5.1The
height-of-standardserror is controlled to less than five arc
secondsin the 3820.\.
An error in horizontal angles can also be generatedby
collimation error, which results if the optical axis is not
perpendicularto the trunnion axis.This error is correctedto
less than five arc secondsby adjusting the telescopeoptics
and fine-tuning electronically at the factory by use of programmableread-only memories (PROMs).
Like the vertical axis, the trunnion axis also suffers from
axis wobble. Wobble of the trunnion axis is causedby the
profiles of the left and right ends of the axle not having the
same geometry, or by scope imbalance. This wobble will
createcollimation and height-of-standardserrors.
All of the instrument geometryerrorscan be cancelledby
plunging, except for wobble of the trunnion axis (for a
description of the plunging technique, seethe glossaryon
page 11). For this reason wobble of the trunnion axis is
tightly controlled to lessthan 1.5 alc seconds.However,the
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other errors are also conholled so that the 38204 can be
used for single-shot readings when only moderate angle
accuracy is needed.

Engineering Division precision fabrication and parts inspection groups. Craig Cooley designed the alidade and
bottom bearing base.Walt Auyer designedthe vertical and
trunnion axis systems.
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A CompactOpticalSystemfor Portable
Distanceand Angle Measurements
by CharlesE. Mooreand DavidJ. Sims
HE COMBINED DISTANCE METER and telescope
optical system of the 38204 Total Station provides
two substantialperformanceadvantages.It is smaller
than the alternative of using two or more separate optical
systems, which is an advantage for a portable field instrument. Also, it uses a single sighting, directly at the center
ofthe cube-corner target, for both distance and angle measurements throughout the entire range of the instrument.
A combined optical system such as this provides a difficult
task for the lens designer. The designer must reduce the
optical aberrations to very low order to achieve good aiming for angular measurements, provide large enough optics
to give good distance-meter range, and still design the
shortest possible telescope.
The conventional refractive triple used in most theodolites proves to be unsatisfactory in two ways. First, if the
telescope is balanced about the trunnion oxle, the beam is
quite large at the beam splitter. This requires a large, expensive beam splitter and an undesirably large axle. Second,
the spherico.l oberrotions and secondory spectrum of the
telescope are too large for a good theodolite. The second

problem can be dealt with by stopping down the telescope
with an aperturelocated behind the beam splitter where it
will not affect the distance-meteroptics. This reducesthe
spherical aberrations to below the Rayleigh limit of 7etr
optical-wavefrontdistortion and limits the secondaryspectrum to an acceptablelevel while retaining the same clear
aperture as most one-arc-secondtheodolites.The problem
of the large beam splitter remains.
The solution to this problem uses a cotodioptric Cossegroin structure as shown in Fig. 1. The folded optics combine with the telephoto effect provided by the negativepower secondary mirror to permit use of a small beam
splitter. Spherical aberration can be reduced becausethe
curved mirror provides most of the magnification for the
system and has an inherently small spherical aberration
due to the large effective index-of-refraction difference at
the mirror. All chromotic oberrotion, including secondary
spectrum, can be eliminated by having no net magnification in the refractive surfaces.
The catadioptric telescopeused is not without problems.
First, a catadioptric telescope is difficult to focus onto
NOTE:All words in italicsin this articleare det ned in the gtossaryon page j j.
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Fig. 1. Optical system design for
38204. Visualsightingand projection and reception of the infrared
distance measurementbeam are
shared by the optical elemenlson
the right. The beam splitter deflects the infrared portion down to
the distance meter module while
allowing the visible portion to continue to the eyepiece and focusing
elements on the left.

Fig.2. Themirrorrestson three padsprovidingstress-free
kinematicsupport.lt is securedby cementingat slx polnts
arcundtheedge.Thedifferencebetweenthethermalexpanfor by aluminum
sionof thecellandthemirroris compensated
spacersin the cementioints,and by selectionof the cement
bond thickness.
nearby targets.The telephoto effect that was so useful in
permitting the use of a small beam splitter also producesa
Iong effectivefocal length. The travel distanceneededin a
focusing systemdependson the squareofthe effectivefocal
length. This is reducedby adding a positive-powerelement
behind the beamsplitterto reducethe effectivefocal length'
Second,this catadioptricCassegrainstructureis difficult
to design.Many designs,such as the achromotic objective,
the classical Cassegrainwith two ospheric reflective surfaces,and the Bouwers,have been analyzedand simplified
design procedureshave been worked out for them. No previous work has been done for the principles of the 38204
telescope and there are few readily apparent simplifications. In the obiectiveof the telescopethere are ten curved
surfaces that can be varied to control ten aberrations or
poroxiol characteristics-spherical aberration, como and
chromatic aberrationat far and near focus, overall length,
effectivefocal length, distanceto nearestfocus, and size of
the secondaryreflector.Eachcurvatureaffectsall, or almost
all, of the parametersone wishes to control' Fortunately,
modern computer-aidedlens designtechniquesmake such
complex designs much more manageable'
Telescope Assembly
A mechanicalproblem is that mirrors arevery sensitiveto
mounting. They must be firmly mounted becauseany small
rotation of a mirror causestwice as much changein angle
for a reflected ray. To achievetwo-arc-secondpointing accuracy with the 3820A the main mirror should be stableto
within one Eucsecond, corresponding to a 0'00025-mm
variation across the mirror. At the same time the mount
should not exert any appreciableforce on the mirror, since
any distortion in the mirror will result in aberrationsin the
image. As little as 0.00006-mmdistortion of the minor can
causenoticeableloss in resolution.
To avoid theseproblemsthe mirror is placed into the cell
so that the front surfacerests gently on three small pads.
A cross-sectionof this cell is shown in Fig. 2. Since three
points locate a sphere,this provides an unambiguouslocation for the front surface, while minimizing stress to the
mirror. This principle of three-point support mounting is
used many times in the design of the 3820A'
The mirror has aluminum spacerscementedto its edge,
After the mirror has been centered in the cell by three
removableleaf springs,it is permanently attachedto its cell
by cementing the aluminum spacersto the cell. The individual thicknesses of the aluminum spacers and of the

epoxy-cement layers were chosen so that the combined
thermal expansion of the glass mirror plus the cementaluminum-cement stack matchesthat of the stainless-steel
cell. This provides a solid mount for the mirror that doesnot
distort the mirror over the temperature range the 3820A
experiencesin service.The cementattachingthe padsto the
mirror has a closely controlled compliance, which allows
for the differencein expansionof glassand aluminum, but
does not allow the mirror to move appreciably.
The cell is screwed into the telescopehousing and rests
on threepads.The threadsfit loosely to allow the cell to rest
securelyon the padswithout having to bend, If the cell were
bent to fit both the pads and tight threads,it would distort
the firmly attached mirror. The threads are cemented to
help securethe cell.
The front element is mounted in a similar manner except
that beforethe element is cementedto its cell, the centering
is adjusted in an optical test fixture to correct aberrations
that might be introduced by slight miscenteringor tilting of
other elements.Also, the front cell is shimmed to give the
correct fixed focus for the distance meter. These adjustments allow the parts of the telescopeto be built to achievable tolerances.
Roelof's Prism Adaptor
The 114294 Roelof'sPrism Adaptor (Fig. 3) is a mechanical mount that lets the user view the sun for use in determining the azimuth of a line in suweying work. The Roelof's
prism divides the sun into a four-quadrant pattern that is
easily centeredon the reticle crosshairpattern.
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designleaderfor the 38204 opticalaccessories.Dave is a co-inventorfor a
patent on the temperature-compensatedlens mountdescrrbedin this
article.He speaks Norwegianand has
servedeightyearswiththe UtahNational
Guard as a linguistinterrogator,
Dave
met hiswifein Norwayduringa mission
for his churchthereand they now livewith theirsevenchildrenin
Loveland,Colorado.Dave is involvedwith church leadershioand
enioysboatingand camping.
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ment for the optical designs. Norm Rhoads of the optics
shop made contributions to improving the manufacturability of the optical designs.
Elton Bingham contributed to the mechanical design of
the optical accessoriesafter joining the program in fune of
1979. Gary Gates provided manufacturing inputs to the

Charles E. Moore
CharlesMoorereceiveda BSEEdegree
from the Universityof Californiaat Berkeleyin 1966and an MSdegreein optics from the Universityof Rochesterin
1978.With HP since 1966,ne nas
workedon waveanalyzerand voltmeter
projects in additionto his work on the
receiverand optics for the 3800A Distance Meter and the 38204 Total Station.Charlesis a co-inventor
for
three patents,includingone for the
38204 telescopeoptics,He is a
member of the Optical Societyof
America.Charleswas bornin SantaFe,
New Mexicoand servedin the U.S.
Armyfrom 1960to 1963.He is married,has fivechildren,and livesin
Loveland,Colorado.His interestsincludebicycling,running,hiking,
cross-country
skiing,reading,and chess.Charleshas programmed
an HP computerto pair opponentsin the chesstournamentshe
enjoysdirecting.

program. Gib Webber's model shop created the early
mechanical prototypes in the accessorydevelopment,and
Bennett Stewart's optics shop provided prototype lenses.

An Approachto Large-Scale
Non-Contact
CoordinateMeasurements
by DouglasR. Johnson
COMMON PROBLEM in the manufacture of large
products is the quality control of critical dimensions. The problem is easily solved on a small item
by means of coordinate measuring machines. These machines use a delicate manipulator arm to gently contact the
point to be measured. The x, y, and z coordinates are determined by a series of vernier scales and sensitive pressure transducers. Newer machines are computer controlled
and motor driven. Resolution approaches 0.5 pcm (20 p.in)
on the best of these machines.
When the item to be measured becomes larger, the cost of
a coordinate measurement machine increases dramatically.
Alternative methods become attractive as soon as any dimension of the item to be measured exceeds one metre.
However, these alternate solutions often have serious
drawbacks such as excessive pressure during contact, delay
in obtaining results, or highly technical operator requirements. Properly configured, a 3820A system can be an ideal
solution for large-scale coordinate determination.
The coordinate determination works on the principle of
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triangulation-an old, yet effective, solution. The digital
theodolite portion of the 3820A Total Station becomesthe
workhorse of the system. Its high angular accuracy and
resolution insure reliable results accurateto betterthan ten
ppm without need for mechanicalcontact.The data output
capabilitiesof the 3820A provide an effectiveway of transferring measuredangular datato a small computer for realtime analysis and comparison. At least two total stations
are required per installation. Improved performance may
be realized by adding additional instruments.
Principle of Operation
The 38204 CoordinateDeterminationSystem (Fig. 1)
works on the principle of triangulation. Two digital theodolites mounted at known points are used to measureangles.
They both observethe same set of unknown points and
perform accurateangle measurements.The 3820A's level
compensator insures that the horizontal plane is indeed
horizontal. Becausethe digital theodolite can measureboth
horizontal and vertical angles, a three-dimensional solu-

w
rli 1 i.S

\..,,
l!:lnyPccrtrtrl
!
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Fig.1. The 3820ACoordinateDetermination System allows accurate dimensionaland positional information to be readily obtained
for large oby'ects.
tion is possible. Four angles a-rerecorded to each unknown
point-a vertical (zenith) angle referenced to gravity and an
included horizontal angle from each 3820A. These four

Aircraft Inspection
Inthe assemblyof largeaircraft,commercial
or milttary,passenger
or cargo,dimensional
controlplaysa key role.Varioussubsectrons
such as tail assemblies,
wing assemblies,
enginesand theirmounts
are preosely constructedon rigid manufacturingfixtures.These
fixturesare routinelyinspected.ln addition,once the aircraftis completelyassembled,anotherdimensionalinspectionmust be performed.This insuresthat crittcaldimensionsare withrntolerances,
subassemblies
have been properlymated,and abnormalstressis
not present.
Currentinspectionmethodsinvolvemanyman-hoursof plumbing,
taping, and variousgeometriccalculations.
The need to perform
many individualstepsto obtainone measurement
complicatesthe
procedure.To obtainthe coordinatesof a controlriveton a wing
fuel-coverlatch,a measurement
crew musttypically:
r Tape the horizontal
drstancefromwing rivetto wing trailingedge
using a hand level,invartape, and two plumb bobs.
! Establishthe elevationdifferencebetweenthe rivetand trailinq
edge usingtransitand stadia.
r Plumbthe trailing-edgepointto the ground.
r Tape the trailing-edgeheightabovethe ground.
r Tape the distancefromthe groundpointto the coordinateorigin.
r Determinethe angle from the controlaxis at the origin to the
groundpointand fromthe controlaxjsat the originto
trailing-edge
the wing rivet.
r Geometrically
solvefor the x and y coordinatesof the wing rivet
from the taped distanceand measuredangles.
r Mathematically
obtainthe elevationfrom the seriesof individual
elevationmeasurements.
The 38204 CoordinateDetermination
Systemwill solvethe same
problemin lessthan one{enththe mandimensional
measurement
hourswhile significantly
improvingcoordinateaccuracyas a side
benefit.A finalbenefitis the reductionof errorsthroughsimpleoperation,automaticdata transfer,and comoutercontrol.

angles may be readily combined to yield the three coordinates X, Y, and Z of the unknown point.
To further understand the triangulation concept, consider the example shown in Fig. 2. In triangle ABP, the
length (r) of one side (AB) and two angles (d1 and 92) are
known. If A and B are in the same horizontal plane (@1: 90'),
then the law of sines and some elementary trigonometry
yields:

'n:1('.Hffi)
(1)

sin (dr) sin (dr).|
_!
sin (0r+0r) t

"o:t(

The 3820A horizontal-angle measurement capability
permits determination of 01 by subtracting the angle reading along line AB from line AP. 02is similarly determined.
To obtain the elevation or Z coordinate, vertical (zenith)
angles are used. If {, is the zenith angle (an angle of 0'is
straight up) from the 38204 at A to P, the unknown point,
@2is the angle from the 38204 at B to P, and @1is the zenith
angle between the 382OAs (if they are at uneven elevations);
then the following relationships may be derived.
P (Xp,Ye, Ze)

4

B (.,0,2b)
A (0,0,0)

o1

Fig, 2, By placing a 38204 at positionA, another at positionB and thenmeasuringthe distancer betweenA and B and
the angles 0t, 02, 6t, g2 and f,, the unknown position of
pointP can be determinedusingsimpletrigonometry.
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Interfacing the 3820A via
the HP-IB
by GeraldF. Wasinger
For the 3820Adistancemeterto talk to a controllervia the HP-lB'
the data has to go through some conversions.We must convert
(BCD)bitserial data of the distance
from the binary-coded-decimal
meterto the ASCII byte-serialdata of the HP-IB.This processis
accomplishedthroughthe 38001ADistanceMeterInterface.**
As seenin Fig.I, thedigitaloutputof the3820Aconsistsof fourteen
digits of data-nine digits of measurementdata and five mode annunciators.Sinceeach digtt is representedby four bitsthe complete
data stringcontains56 bits.Thisdata is positive{rueand is validon
the fallingedgeof the clock.Thefrequencyof the clockis 180 kHzso
that a completedata transferfromthe 3820Ato the 38001Aoccurs in
3.11.1 psec.
Annunciators
1
2
3
SIGN MSD

4

5

6

7

10 11
I
LSD MSD

I

12

13

14
LSD

Data Format

Ftag1

t
I

Cfo"f.

Timing
Fig. 1. Data format and timing lor the output of the 38001A.
The annunciatorsindicate to the controller what type of data
is belng senf.
Referringto Fig.2, it is seenthatthe serialdata is loadedintoa shift
registerwith four paralleloutputs,After every fourth bit a negative
pulseis generatedthaton the fallingedge storesthe four bitsof the
shiftregisterintothe data RAMand then,on the risingedge, incrementsthe RAM'saddresscounter.Thisprocessis repeateduntilall
fourteendigits have been stored in the RAM.
'Hewlett-Packard's
implementation
oi IEEEStandard488-1978.
"See page 19 of June 1980 issuefor a list of the 38001A specifications.

After the 14th digit, Flag 1 goes low telling the 38204 that the
380014 is not currently prepared to accept data. Also, the quad
multiplexerselectsthe sequencefor the RAM outputs.Finally,a
servicerequestis sent out on the HP-lBto tell the controllerthat the
38001Ahas data.
When the controllerreads the data from the interfacethe output
may not be in the same sequence as the one generated by the
distance meter.The output sequence is programmablevia the sequenceRAMand givesthe userthe optionof obtainingsomeor allof
the data, in any order.
bits of the
When the BCD data flows into the four least-significant
bus transceivers,the number three is placed in the four most
of the data in a
bits.The resultis the ASCIIrepresentation
significant
form suitablefor the HP-IB,
Afterallof the digits havebeen placedon the bus,a carriagereturn
'1
and linefeed are generatedto terminatethe data string.Also,Flag
is set high to allow another data transferfrom the 38204 and the
multiplexerselectsthe now cleared4-bit counter.Thus,the cycle is
complete
programfor the 98458 Computer/Controller
to read
--l-:irpl"
38204 multifunctiondata from the 38001A is listed below.
1O
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
11 0
'120

C L E A R7 1 7
O U T P U T7 1 7 U S I N G" # , K " ; " M L K J I H G F E N C O "
T R I G G E R7 1 7
E N T E R7 1 7 : D a l u m ,A n n u n
l F A n n u n < > 3 T H E NG O T O8 0
Dist:Datum/1000
GOTO 120
l F A n n u n < > 6 T H E NG O T O 11 0
D i r = t N T( D a t u m / . 1 0 ) / . 1 E 4
Goro 120
Z e n a n g : l N T( D a t u m / 1 0 ) / 1 E 4
D I S P" D i r e c t i o n : "D; i r ;" D i s t a n c e : "D; i s t ;" Z e n i t hA n g l e : " ;Z e n a n g
130 GOTO 40
.I40
END

The first three lines set the output format of the 38001A (HP-IB
address 717).The rest of the program simply reads the data f rom the
3 8 0 0 1A . d e t e r m i n e sw h e t h e r t h e i n f o r m a t i o ni s d i s t a n c e , d i r e c t i o n ,o r

e#
ia

38001A Distance Meter Interface

BCDData

1Dl

Fig.2. Block diagram of the electronics of the 38001A Distance Meter lnterface.
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zenithangle,and thendisplaysthedataon the CRTof the98458.The
anglesare assumedto be in unitsof grads.
The above processis not peculiarto the 3820A.The 38001A also
translatesdata fromthe 38084,3810B,and 3850Adistancemeters
to a form suitablefor use on the HP-IB.

Gerald F. Wasinger
JerryWasingerreceivedthe BSEEdegreefromthe University
of Oklahomaat
Normanin late 1977.He joined HP in
early 1978and has workedon the
38084 DM and the 38001A,Jerry is a
nativeof OklahomaCity,Oklahoma.He
and his wife live in Loveland,Colorado
and are expectingtheirfirstchild this
fall.Outsideof workand hisstudiesfor
i the MSEEdegree at ColoradoState
' .-..:.'
University,
: unrversrry,
Jerryenjoysorcycttng,
bicycling,hik'ri:*, ing, electronics.photography.and
,

,;ff computerart-he wasan artmaiorbe& i foretakingup engineering
asa career.

Tzrsin(d,)(r *

r sin(di(

7-

r sin(dj(

sin (02 - dt)'1
sin (d2 + 0i)

r)

r n (o)
t sl n (o't
.
T
sIn (02 +
0i

( cot (dr
sin (oz)
. (02 +
sln

+ 0)

(2)

r)

Since r, 0y 02,6r @2,and dt may all be measuredwithout contact in a matter of seconds,Xo, Yo, and Zo may
be determined almost instantaneously.
The preceding mathematicscalculatesa single solution
for Xo, Y* Zp.In actualpractice,four angles- 0r, 02,6r,
and @2-are measured and used to calculate the three
unknown points-Xo, Yo, and Zo-through a least-squares
reduction. This reductibn findi the best fit for the four
knowns into the three unknowns. The least-squareresidual
provides a convenient check on coordinate determination
accuracy.
A 9845T Computer/Controller is recommended as the
computer for the coordinate determination system. The
9845T was chosenon the basisof its large memory, easeof
programming, and graphics capability. The computer
communicateswith the 38204 through the 380014 Hp-IB
Interface.
If it is unsatisfactoryto have the 38204 at point A as the
system origin or the horizontal projection of AB as the X
axis, the 9845T may three-dimensionallyrotate and translate the calculated coordinates.Thus complete coordinate
systemflexibility can be maintained. Even the baselinedistancer need not be measured.If two control points exist the
9845Tmay inversetriangulateto define both the length and
direction of r.
The 9845T also performs the functions of data transfer,
angle averaging (in the event that additional sightings are
made), coordinate calculation, graphics display of measured points, and operator prompting.
Error Analysis
In most dimensional measurement systems, there are
three error-relateditems of interest-resolution, repeatabili t y , a n d a c c u r a c y . F o r t h e 3 8 2 O A - b a s e dc o o r d i n a t e -

determination package,each quantity is first a function of
geometry.The magnitude of this geometricinfluence varies
with triangle strength (relative errors are greater for combinations of large and small values of 91 and 02).
Systemresolution referencedto the baselinedistanceis at
least one part in 650,000 for most measurementapplications. The figure of one part in 650,000may be expressedas
a dimension in the form of 1.5 pm per metre (18 g,in per
foot) of baseline. This figure assumesthat the 38204 is
outputting in the grads mode. If measurementsare output
in the degreesmode, resolution suffers by a factor of over
three to becomeone part in 200,000.
Coordinate-determination repeatability is primarily a
function of 3820A angle accuracy. Extracting partial derivatives of the least-squareequations(equivalentto those
presented in equation set (2)) yields error terms for Xn,
Yo, and Z, as a function of each of the measuredangles.
Since most of the errors in measured angles are random
variables, they may be squared, summed, and rooted to

Antenna Assemblv
ln the parabolicantennaindustry,new techniquesare constantly
being sought to improve manufacturingease and versatility.One
problemis to design and certifylightweightantennassurtablefor
space applications.A technique recently developed uses thin
aluminized-mylar
filmsthat are creativelyshapedintoa paraboloid.
Becauseof the thin, delicatenatureof the mylarfilm,dimensional
measurements
cannot be made by normalcontactmeasurement
procedures.
The 38204 CoordinateDeterminationSystem becomes a useful
alternatavemeasuring tool. Because the system is portable, it is
broughtto the antennasite insteadof the opposite.The X, Y, and Z
coordinatesare measuredto the surfacewithoutcontact.The resulting coordinatesare compared to an ideal paraboilcsurfacefor antenna profileaccuracydetermination.
In this application,the scale
factorof the baselineis not criticalsincethe wholeantennamay be
scaledlargeror smallerin sizewithoutaffectingthe paraboliccalculations.
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A Deflection Measurement Example
and Error Considerations
A shortexamplemay serveto clarifythe usefulnessof the 3820A
CoordinateDeterminationSystem.Supposewe are to measurethe
bulgesof the centerof a metaltank beloreand afterbeing filledwith
10
setups approximately
liquid(seeFig.1). We selecttwo instrument
metres apart located in the same horizontalplane (fr : 90'),
Measurementsare made to P yielding:
0t = 45" 19' 12"
0z: 46" 24' 18'
r:9.929m
dr : 91'18'01"
6z: 91" 19' 28"

(1)

The9845Tcalculatescoordinatesfor P in a mattero1milliseconds:
(5.05855,5.11537,-0. 16330)metres

(2)

lf r is known to an accuracy oi + 0.005 m, 0.,and d, are known
within0' 00' 02" and S and $t are knownwithin0' 00' 04' (38204
rms error specification),the absolute uncertaintiesof the coordinales for P due to the uncertaintiesin r, dr, 02,6t and 6z are:
(*0.00255, +0.00258,+0.00010)metres

(3)

This is not an exceptionallyprecisedeterminationof coordinates.
However,since we are trying to determinethe bulge in the tank, we
are more concerned with the relationshipof P-afterto P-before.
After the tank is filled,the followingmeasurementsare made to P
(P-after).
45" 17',14"
il:
0z -- 46" 22' 19'
r:9.929m
dr : 91'18'03"
dz : 91'19'30"

( 5 . 0 5 8 5 2 , 5 , 1 0 9 4-90,. 1 6 3 2 7 )m e t r e s

(5)

These coordinatesalso have absoluteuncertaintiesof (3) above.
Sincethe measureof r is unchangedwe may subtractthe one setof
coordinatesfrom the other and get a much improved result.The
differenceis P-afterminus P-beforeequal to
(-0.00003,0,00588,0.00003)metres
of (using the rms error equationswith
with relativeuncertainties
r : 9.929m)

(4)

The new set of coordinatesjor P:P-after is

yield expectederrors in coordinates.The magnitude of the
partial derivatives varies with triangle strength as previously discussed.
The 38204 angle measurementsystem has a two arcsecondhorizontal tms error and a four arc-secondvertical
rms error when two sightings (onedirect, one reverse)of an
unknown point are taken. These angular errors are composed of sighting, 38204 circle, and 3820A geometric errors. Many of these errors are discussedelsewherein this
issue.However,when theseangular error valuesare substituted into the partial-derivative equations for coordinate
determination, exhemely good results are obtained. For
the triangle where 0t - 0z: 45oand 6t - 6z : 6t - 90othe
rms error values for coordinate determination are:
Ex : 1:160,000or 6.2 pm per metre (75 pin per foot) of r
E, : 1:160,000or 6.2 pm per metre (75 pin per foot) of r
Ez : 1:100,000or L0 pm per metre (120 pin per foot) of r.
Once again, these values change as 01, 02, Qr Qz and
dt vary.
Acknowledgments
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Fig,1, A smallchangein large object dimensionssuchas the
bulge in a tank wall before and after being filled can be easily
measured with the 38204 Coordinate DeterminationSysfem.

(+0.00006,+0.00006,a0.00010)metres
Thus we can statethat the bulge occurred in the Y directionwith a
magnitudeof 5.88 + 0.06 mm (0.231+0.002 in),

Hocken of National Bureau of Standards assisted in the
preliminary understanding of the triangulation methodology, and Elton Bingham of HP verified the concepts for
software development.
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AutomaticMeasurements
with a HighPerformance
UniversalCounter
Built-in calculating capability, automatic measurement
routines,innovativetriggerlevelcontrolsand interpolators,
and an optional DVM add up to a powerful, versatile
measurementsysrem.
by Gary D. Sasakiand RonaldC. Jensen
E W L E T T - P A C K A R D ' Sf i r s t f r e q u e n c y c o u n t e r ,
Model 524A, was a "new type of measuring instrument" that displayed the frequency of an unknown
input "automatically." That was 30 years ago. Since then,
counters have become fundamental, essential instruments
with an ever-widening range of applications.
Lately, counter applications have increasingly called for
more automatic measurement performance and convenience. For instance, in many digital circuits, such parameters as pulse width, duty cycle, and phase are significant. A
conventional counter can be used to measure these
parameters, but multiple setups are often needed, accompanied by manual calculation.
With this in mind, the new Hp Model 533bA Universal
Counter was designed. Now these and many other parameters can be measured automatically with the press of a key.
Now with a single instrument it is possible to display frequency, period, time, volts, velocity, ratios, phase, events,
rise time, slew rate, drift, and duty cycle.

AdvancedArchitecture
Behind thesemeasurements
standsa solid universal
counter. Its basic frequency range is 2OO MHz and it has

25-mV rms sensitivity. Single-shottime interval resolution
is 2 ns. In the tradition of the HP Model s32BA,1an optional
ChannelC extendsthe frequencyrangeto 1300MHz, and an
optiopal floating DVM measuresvoltage to -f 1000 volts.
However,a look at the block diagram(Figure2)revealsa
counter far from the traditional vein. Two main blocks are
the center of activity, the multiple-register counter (MRC)
integrated circuit,2 which performs all the basic counter
functions, and the microprocessorsystem.AII of the other
blocks act as support. This centralizedarchitecturegavethe
design team tremendous flexibility, and made possible
some unusual capabilities.
For instance,function selectionis directly controlled by
t h e p r o c e s s o ra n d o n l y i n d i r e c t l y c o n t r o l l e d b y t h e
keyboard.This meansthat the processorhas the freedomto
combine severalmeasurementsinto one to arrive at more
complex measurements.
Among the innovative sections of the counter are the
trigger controls and the interpolators. These provide a
number of featuresthat make the counter easierto use by
simplifying trigger setups and increasing resolution.
The block diagramalso showsthe use of matchedA and B
input amplifiers. This is important in assuring accurate

Fig. 1. Model 53354 tJniversat
Counter'soutstanding abilitiesinclude 9-digitlsecond frequency
and peilod measurementresolution, 2-ns single-shottime tnrcrval
resolution, 200-MHz frequency
range, 25-mV sensitivity,optional
1.3-GHzinput channel,automattc
pulse and phase measurements,
manual or automatrc triggering.
versatilearming.math and statistics routines,voltmeterand oven
oscillator options. HP-lB (standard), and low EMl.
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Amplilier/Schmitl

(Option 030)

(Option020)

Flg.2. Advanced architectureof Model 5335A lJniversal Counter ls based on two main integrated circuitslhe muttipte registercounter and the microprocessor. All other blocks support
fhese two.

time interval measurements,particularly since time can be
resolved down to 100 ps.
New Measurements
Directly accessiblefrom the front panel are 16 measurement functions, and four additional functions are accessible via the HP-IB.* Some of these functions are new for a
universal counter and take advantage of the flexibility that
software control affords. One such function is duty cycle.
Before,two measurementsand a calculation were neededto
measure the duty cycle of a signal. First, a pulse width
measurementwas made. Then, the period of the signal was
measured.Knowing these two numbers, the duty cycle in
percent could be calculated. This was generally more
bother than it seemedto be worth, so the duty cycle was
usually estimatedvisually on an oscilloscope.
Now, with the pressof one key, DUTYCY,calculationsare
performed automatically. The user has the choice of displaying the percentage of time that the signal is at its high
level or at its low level. The selection is made through
the SLOPEA key.
Another new function for counters is slew rate, the
change of voltage divided by the change in time. This is
measured by combining the data from two other automatic
functions in the counter, RISE/FALLTME and TRIGGER
'TheHPlnterface
488-1978.
withIEEE
Bus,compatible
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LEVEL.Rise and fall time measurementsare made by setting
the counter'shigger levels to the 10%and 90% points of the
signal using the automatic trigger setting circuits. A time
interval measurement is made, and the data is stored in a
temporary register. The two trigger levels are then measured. Finally, with thesethree piecesof data,the effective
. slew rate of the signal is calculated.All of the setups and
calculations are done automatically. The user needs to
press only one key.
Phasemeasurementsare also possible. Severaltime interval measurementsare combined to anive at the answer.
One method is to measure the period of each of the two
signals and then measurethe time interval between the two
signals. Phaseis calculated using this formula:

Phase:ffiteoo"
This method, however, has a number of problems. For
instance,trigger level settingshave a hemendous effect on
accuracy. Also, difficulties arise when measuring phase
angles neal 0o, because of limitations in time interval
measurementsneat zero.
To solve these problems some new techniqueswere developed. First, the counter automatically sets the trigger
levels to the 50% point of the signal to avoid operatorerror.
Then, to further attenuate the effect of the trigger level

Tlme Base

l|l

||tl

Fig. 3. fhe 53354 achieves high resolution (near 1 ns)
through interpolation. The time between the true opening of
the gate and the conventionalopeningof the gate-4lus 100ns
----rsused to charge C,. The capacitor is then discharged at
about 1l200th of the charge rate to stretchthe time intervalso
that it can be measured to high resolution by a conventional
dedicated counter.
setting and the effect of certain harmonics of the signal,
phase is calculated using this new formula:

Phase:##ffi "roo"
TI, is the time interval between the positive edgesof the
two signals and TI, is the time interval between the negative edgesof the signals. This technique results in greater
accuracy becausethe error in one time interval tends to
cancel the other.
To eliminate problems around 0o,the counter automatically flips the slope of one of the channelswhen it detects
that the phase is going to be close to 0". This effectively
convertsthe measuredphaseangieto around 180', which is
subsequentlyadjusted back to around 0" for display.
In all, at least five separatemeasurementsare made for a
phasemeasurement.Theseinclude measurementsto assure
that both signals are at the samefrequency and within the
requirementsof the counter.To display the answer,a novel
algorithm is used that prevents the usual confusion when
the phase angle changes between 0o and 360'. This al-

gorithm sets the display range to -rtB0" when displaying
angles near zero, while setting the range to 0"-360'when
displaying angles near 180o.This produces a clean, easyto-follow display.
Interpolators
High resolution makes many measurementsmore practical. Most countersuse a 10-MHz time base,which resolves
time to only 100 ns. Somecountersmultiply the 10 MHz to
100 MHz to achieve 10-ns resolution. To get more resolution, averaging is used, but to reach even 1 ns with a
10-MHztime base,you need 10,000samples.A jittered time
base is needed to average properly, and some measurements such as pulse jitter are consequently not practical.
The 53354 achieves near 1-ns resolution through a
techniquecalled interpolation. It is an improved version of
a similar technique used in the 53604 Counter.3An ordinary 10-MHz time base is used. Interpolator circuitry increasesresolution by determining where in relation to the
100-nstime basepulses the counter's gate actually opens
and closes.For instance,if the start of the gate is exactly
betweentwo 100-nspulses,the interpolatorswill show that
a 50-ns adjustment is needed.
The interpolators work by rapidly charging a capacitor
for 100 ns plus the time betweenthe gate'sopening and the
next time base pulse (Fig. 3). the capacitor is then discharged at a slower rate, roughly 1/200ththe charge rate.
The time it takesto dischargethe capacitoris proportional
to the chargetime, and can easily be measuredwith a resolution of about one part in 100.Thus, the basic 100-nsresolution can be improved to near 1 ns.
100 ns is always added to the charge time becauseit is
easierto make pulsesthat rangefrom 100ns to 200 ns than it
is to make pulses of 0 ns to 100 ns. This fixed offsetcancels
out, as we will seelater.
In practice,the current sourcesand other circuitryused to
build the interpolatorsare subjectto operationalvariations
over temperatureand time. The S360A'sinterpolatorswere
in a special insulated cavity and had severaladjustments.
The 53354 uses a self-calibration technique that is not
affectedby temperatureand needs no adjustments.
Before each measurementthe counter performs two preliminary calibration measurements.The first exercisesthe
interpolatorswith a known 100-nspulse. The secondexercisesthem with a 200-ns pulse. Data collected from these
two measurementsis used in the equation below to calibrate the interpolators.
$djustmer,rttime needed
tor start of gate

CsraRr - Croo
X 100 ns
Czoo- Croo

Ctos and Croo represent the discharge time of the interpolator capacitor for the 100-ns and 200-ns calibration
pulses,respectively.Csl4pl represents100ns plus the time
between the gate opening and the next time base pulse
during the actual measurement.Notice how the 100-ns
offsetsin the pulsesall cancelout. Using this method means
that the only precision circuit neededis the time baseitself.
A similar adiustmentmust also be made for the time the
gatecloses.The time betweenthe beginning and end of the
gate can be as small as a few nanoseconds,so a second
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Third Input Extends Range to 1300 MHz
by DavidM. DiPietro
ChannelC, the optionalthird channelfor the 53354 Universal
Counter, is a 1300-MHzdivide-by{wenty prescaler.The system
block diagramis shownin Fig. 1. Signalsappliedexternallyto the
channelC inputpassthrougha specialBNCconnectorcontaininga
fast-actingfuseratedat 0, 125 ampere.1Thef use blowswhena stgnal
outsrdethe acceptablerangeof -5V to +5V is appliedto the input.
Thus,the user is relievedof any worryaboutdamagingthe prescaler
module.Blownfusescan be replacedquicklyfrom the outside.
Protectionagainstdamageto the sensitiveamplifieris providedby
a 600-mV(peak-to-peak)limitercomposedof four diodes in a bridge
Thelimiterpreventsmiscountsresultingfromamplifier
configuration.
lt permitsinputsignalsas high
underhighinputconditions.
distortion
as 1Vrms.Sensitivitycontrol is provided by a PIN diode attenuator
just in frontof the amplifier.Designof the attenuatoris stmilarto an
earlierdesign.llt offersa nominalrangeof 20 dB up to 1 GHz and 12
dB at 1.3GHz.lt preservesthe inputVSWRat lessthan2.5:1for any
setting.The attenuatoris adjusted by a controlon the front panel.
Theappliedinputsignalis amplifiedby a customhybridintegrated
by HP. lt providesagainoI24 dB +1 dB from2
circuitmanufactured
MHz to 1600MHz with a nominal50-ohminputimpedance.lt dissipatesonly400 mW and is housedin a smallTO-12stylepackage.2
At thecenterof the prescalerdesignrsthedecadedivider,whichis
integrated
circuitfabricatedusingHP's5-GHzfr
a custommonolithic
process.3
of betterthan-7 dBm
Thedecadedividerhasa sensitivity
over the trequencyrangeof 150 to 1300 MHz, and its powerconon a siliconchip measuringonly
sumptionis 600 mW.lt is integrated
TO-Bmetal
1.31mm x 1.77mm and is mountedin a 13-mm-diameter
package.The outputof the decade divideris appliedto a binary
divideraheadof the53354'sMRCcircuit,so theoverallprescaleratio
is 20. However,resolutionthat is normallylost in a prescalerscheme
interpolators.
is gainedback with the help of the mainframe's
of the decadeis shownin Fig.2, whichis a plotof signal
Sensitivity
strengthreferredto the channelC input (50 O) versus input frequency. Withinthe shaded region the decade divider does not
exhibita stabledivisionratio.However,it can be seenfromFig.2 that
the decadeis extremelysensitivein the vicinityof 1.0GHz.Thisis a
naturalcharacteristicfeatureof frequencydividers that use directcoupledmasterand slavelatchesin a feedbackloop.Withzero input
Thef requencyof oscillasignalthedecadedivideractuallyoscillates.
tionis presetto 1.0 GHz + 10 MHzby adjustinga biasvoltage.Other

Fig,1. Block diagramof the 1.3-GHzpresca/ersystemin the
5335ACounter'soptional channel C.
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characteristicfeaturesof oscillatorymaster-slavedividers are the
to maintainthe minimuminput
rolloffof sensitivity
at low frequencies
voltageslew rate requiredto avoid multiplecounting,and rolloffat
limitations
of the
high frequenciesbecauseoi the gain-bandwidth
fabricationtechnology.
Returningto the block diagram,Fig. 1, note that there are two
inputsto the binarydivider.One of theseis a clock enable
auxrliary
David M. DiPietro
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input (CE2)from the microprocessor.When bit b7 is high, as determined by the microprocessorcontrol lines,the channel C output is
enabled.Whenb7 is low,no signalscan passthroughthe binaryand
channel C is disabled.Anotherclock enable input (CE1)effectively
enablesthe binarywheneverthe level detectoroutput is high. This
condition correspondsto an input signal strength greater than a
presetthresholdlevel.The leveldetectorconsistsof a bandpassfilter
with lowJrequencyrolloffat 100 MHz and high-frequencyrolloffat
1000 MHz, followedby a peak detectorand a Schmitttrigger. Hysteresis in channel C input sensitivityis provided by the Schmitt
trigger. The instrumentwill start to count at an input level about 5%
higherthan neededto sustaincounting.Fig.2 showsthe sensitivityof
the leveldetectoras a functionof frequency.The leveldetectorhas
been designed to be about 2 dB less sensitivethan the

identical interpolator is used. At the end of the complete
measurementthe data from both interpolators is combined
with the time measured using the conventional method of
counting to form a result accurate to near 1 ns.
This high resolution benefits not only time interval measurements, but also other measurements, like frequency.
Frequency is measured by counting the time it takes for a
given number of input signal zero crossings to occur. To
derive the input's frequency, the number of zero crossings,
called events, is divided by the time. This is essentially the
direct application of the definition:
FrequencY : Events/Time
The resolution of the measurement is a function of the
resolution of the two quantities, events and time. Time is
always resolved to better than 2 parts in 10e,and this same
resolution is translated over to frequency measurements.
Thus a frequency measurement taken over a one-second
gate time yields nine digits of display. The traditional tt
count uncertainty does not exist in this method becausethe
number of events is always precisely known.
Since resolution is a function of the time baseand not the
input frequency, another benefit results. The input fre-

dividerto ensureunambiguous
andcrisptriggeringfromthechannelC input.
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quency can be prescaledwithout any loss ofresolution! For
instance,the 1.3-GHzinput channel is prescaledby 20.Yet,
a one-secondgatetime measurementof a 1-GHzsignal still
gives nine digits (least significant digit of 1 Hz). This is
equivalent to making a direct count measurement.
LSI Counter
The gating, synchronizing and counting circuitry needed
to perform these measurementsis all within one custom LSI
integrated circuit called the multiple-register counter. The
MRC is a dedicated processor-compatible peripheral designed to perform all of the high-speed functions required
in a universal counter. Built with emitter function logic and
I2L, over 4000 active elementsprovide the logic to control,
count, and give the status of a wide variety of measurements. The MRC first appeared in the 53154 Universal
Counter,awhere much of its power was used, but not all. In
the 53354 the full power of the MRC is used to maximum
advantage.
For instance, the interpolation pulses required for high
resolution are generated within the MRC. The same circuitry also generates the calibration signals. In addition,
there is a built-in option to insert a fixed delay into the
counter's stop channel, making possible the measuring of

To Rest
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Fig. 4. An elaborate synchronized gating circuit assures
that 53354 measurements staft
and stop precisely as required.
Ihls rs a simplified portion of the
gate sequencer. The gate's start
can be conditional on several signals. Exclusive-oRg ates select the
signal's s/ope. The * symbolsrepresent control signals from the
processor.
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time intervals down to 0 ns, single shot. The delay is automatically taken into account during a special calibration
procedure,yielding accuratetime intervals in spite of time
and temperaturevariations.
An elaboratesynchronizedgating circuit assuresthat the
measurementstartsand stops exactly when required. Provisions are made for arming the measurement in a number
of different ways. Arming can be done by a TTL signal, an
HP-IB command, automatically by the counter, or manually. A look at the simplified synchronizer circuit, Fig. a,
shows that a number of conditions must be met for the gate
to open and close.The MRC's control register determines
which condition must be met for any particular measurement. For example, the opening of the gate can be made
conditional on a signal from channelA, channel B, or channel C, aswell as on a number of other signals.Such flexibility means that a function like TIMEINTERVALB TO A is just
A TOB. The 5335A provides
as easyto do as TME INTERVAL
both of these functions at a cost of just a few bytes of
program memory.
As mentioned, the ability to arm the measurementbased
on an external TTL signal is built in. Traditionally, this
ability has been fairly restrictive, sometimesbeing limited
to the arming of just the starting point. When the stopping
point could also be armed, it was usually for time interval
measurementsonly. With the MRC, none of these restrictions apply.
The ability to arm the start ond the stop of almost ony
measurement is an inherent ability of the MRC. There are
over a dozen arming combinations.Arming of the start and
stop of a measurementcan be done individually or together,
and from either slope of the arming signal. Arming and
gating can be internal or external.Such precisecontrol over
when the measurement is made makes it much easier to
make such measurementsas frequency shift keying (FSK)
and pulse repetition frequency (PRF).
Another feature of the MRC lets its internal eight-decade
count chains be expandedto any number of decadeswith
the help of a processor.This featureis usedto createa pair of
count chains,each20 decadeslong. With a 100-MHzsignal,
this chain would take more than 30,000years to overflow.
Consequently,the 5335A has no overflow annunciator, so
gate times can be as short as 0 ns or as long as years.

lnput Amplifiers
Good input amplifiers are essentialto accuratemeasurements,so a lot of attention was given to making their operation as convenient as possible. For instance, the trigger
level setting range is -f5 volts, about twice the range of
previous counters.This means that a wider assortmentof
signals, such as TTL, can be handled without resorting to
the use of attenuators.
The wide rangeis accomplishedby using the well-known
split-band amplifier scheme.As Fig. 5 shows, this circuit
hasa high-frequency,ac coupled FET buffer path in parallel
with a low-frequency, dc coupled, operational amplifier
path. The crossover is at around 30 kHz. The highfrequency path gives excellent 25-mV sensitivity to 200
MHz. The low-frequencypath gives precisecontrol over dc
offsets.By changingthe biasto the operationalamplifier the
entire signal can be raised or lowered.
The FET buffer has a gain of about 0.95 and is matchedby
the low-frequencypath with resistorsR1 and R2. The overall transfer function of the buffer is Vo : (Vin-VdR1/R2.
Unlike traditional counters,which move the trigger to the
signal, this counter moves the signal to the trigger level.
This lets the trigger point of the high-speedSchmitt trigger
be a constant zero volts. The advantageis more accurate
triggering becausethe Schmitt amplifier and its associated
circuitry are always biased at a fixed point. Also, there are
no difficult common-mode requirements on the Schmitt
amplifier, thus making the -r5-volt trigger range practical.
A lot of attention also went into the design of the Schmitt
trigger, HP's 5-GHz bipolar IC technologys was used to
produce an adjustable-hysteresisSchmitt trigger circuit
that operatesat betterthan 500 MHz (Fig. 6).6Built into the
design are connectionsfor slope selectand three-statetrigger lamps. The IC was specifically designed for counter
front ends.
The circuit consistsof three main sections:an amplifier, a
Schmitt trigger, and a pulse stretcherfor the trigger lamps.
The amplifier has three Gilbert current gain cells that are
used for wide bandwidth. The geometry of each transistor
was tailored to match the expectedcurrent loads.To do this,
extensivecomputer-aided design was employed.
To adjust the hysteresis, the bias of the amplifier is
changedto vary its gain. Hysteresiswindows of nominally
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:Fig, 6. Specralpackagingaidstheperformance
of the500MHz adjustable-hysferesis
Schmintigger. The flat 24-pin
packagepermitsshorter/eadsthana dualin-linepackage,
therebyaidinghighJrequency
operation.Tokeepthe lC cool
in spiteof thelargeamountof powerll diss/pates,
the lC is
bondedto a plateattachedto a stud,whichis attachedto a
heat sink(notshown).
20 to 100 mV can be realized.The trigger threshold can also
be adiusted.This adjustmentis used to compensatefor any
offsets the rest of the front end may have.
The extra bandwidth and adjustment flexibility mean a
more consistenttrigger circuit and thus more accuratemeasurements.
Automatic Triggering
One of the more spectacularfeaturesof the counter is its
ability to set the trigger levels automatically. Three modes
of automatic triggering are offered.
Manual
Trigger

(o.
\4

Auto
Trigger

A
\'>i./
\.))
Preset

,4.
(
)-

5V

a>==/
F19.7, Comparisonof manualand automatictrtggerranges.
ln manualtriggering,the triggerlevel knob'sadjustmentrange
is -5y to +5y. pFEsErls
0V. ln automatictriggering,the peaks
of the input signal determinethe knob's adjustmentrange.
pRrserls the 50% level.

Auto preset sets the higger level to the nominal S0%
point of the input. For many applications this is all the user
needs. This mode is invoked by pressing the AUTO TRIGkey
and turning the trigger level knob to PRESET.Once this is
done the counter continuously tracks the signal, adjusting
the levels as needed.
Auto adjustable triggering is enabled when the trigger
level knob is turned out of PRESET.The peaks of the input
are used to set the end points of the knob's adiustment
range, so instead of a t5V range, the range might be 0.4V to
3.5V if a TTL signal is being measured (Fig. z). This mode
gives much finer adjustment resolution, especially on
smaller signals, and no other counter has it.
The third mode sets the trigger levels to the 10% and 90%
points of the signal. This is used for automatically making
RISE/FALLand SLEW RATE measurements. Since these measurements involve both the A and B channels, the COMMON
A mode is automatically invoked.
Automatic trigger level adjustment is based on knowing
the peak values of the input. Once these are known, a simple
voltage divider or potentiometer can be used to get the 10%,
50%, and 90% levels.
To find the peaks, a dual peak detector circuit is used. Fig.
B shows two almost identical detectors made with a basic
diode-capacitor pair. One detector uses one diode for an
output of (Vo""1-V6io6"), while the other detector uses
two diodes fbr an output of (Vou"1-2Vaioa"). These lwo
levels are buffered and fed into a summing circuit that
performs the following calculation:
(Vo"u1- 2Vdiod") - (Vp"ut-

Varo6")

: (Vp""1-V4iode)

-Vout.

Thus Vpeal<:Vout.
Matched diodes are used, and because each diode sees
the same signal the detector is relatively insensitive to variations in duty cycle and temperature. Also, since the only
switching element is a Schottky diode the circuit is effective all the way up to 200 MHz.
For monitoring the trigger levels once they are set the
counter provides three choices. Three-state trigger lights,
first pioneered by the 5328A Counter, are now standard fare
on a variety of HP counters. These give an instant indication
ofthe status ofthe signal relative to the trigger levels. They
act much like HP's logic probes. When the level is within
the input the lamp flashes, but a steady on or off lamp
indicates either improper triggering or lack of signal.
To measure the trigger level in volts, a built-in digital
voltmeter (DVM) simultaneously displays both the A and B
values at the press of a key. The cost of including this DVM
is very small because a great deal of synergism is realized
with the rest of the counter (see page 2B). An inexpensive
monolithic voltage-to-frequency converter and an analog
switch are all that is needed. The power supply, voltage
reference, control and counting circuits already exist.
The third choice of monitoring the levels is on an oscilloscope, using two rear-panel outputs. This method can be
particularly useful if unusually shaped signals are being
measured, since the trigger levels can be viewed along with
the input signal.
Displaying the Answer
Once the measurement is made, it must be displayed. The
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A Voltmeter for a Universal Counter
by Val D. McOmber
The 5335A'smicroprocessorand the MRC it controlsprovidethe
capabilitiesof a true systemsvoltmeterfor littleadditionalhardware.
converterswith softwareerror
Using precisionvoltage-to-frequency
correction as the conversion medium, all of the leatures of the
5335A's counting chain are brought to bear, including averaging,
math, and statistics.
The counterhas two DVMchannels.One DVMis standardwith the
instrument.lt is used for trigger level measurementand internal
diagnostics.The otherchannelis reservedfor Option20, the "external" four-digitdc voltmeter.Operationof the internalDVMis basically
the sameas thatof Option20. The majordifferencesarethe accuracy
of the references,linearityof the V-to-F converter,and the optoisolatorsrequiredin the tour-digitoptionalDVM.The block diagramis
shownin Fig. 1.
The four-digit dc voltmeterhas three ranges: .0001 to 9.999V,
10.00to 99.99V,and 100.0to 1000V.Rangeselectionis controlledby
the microorocessorvia a controlcircuit in the DVM that controlsthe
switchingin and out of the variousfeedback networksof the input
The amplifierhas gainsof - 112,- 1I 20,and - 1/200.
amplifier/buffer.
This controlof the gain makes the DVM fully autoranging.
The input buffer has a low-passJilterwith a corner frequencyat
about 10 Hz lor ac noise rejection.Becausethe gate for the DVM is
continuouslyvariable, 60/50-Hz noise is more noticeablethan in
DVMsthatgate onlyat the linefrequency.The variablegate,and thus
the variableaveragingavailable,providesthe DVM with a broader
spectrum of noise reduction capability than a {ixed gate would.
However,if in a particularapplicationa coherentfrequency(line or
any other "low" frequency) contributestoo much noise, this frequency or multiplesof it may be applied to the counter'srear
panel-at the EXTERNAL
GArEport-to gatethe DVMat the troublesome
frequency.This will reduce the noise by some 20 to 30 dB.
Once the input voltage has been convertedby the amplifierto a
usablevoltagerange,it is convertedto a f requencyto be countedby
the MRC.A monolithicV{o-F converteris used. Large errorsin the
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Fig.2. Typical voltage-to-frequency converter transfer functions are nonlinear. ln the 53354 counter, the ends and midpoint of the transfer function are measured in a microprocessor calibrationroutineperformed on each measurement.Then
a fuvo-segmentlinear approximation of the curve is used to
reduce the conversion error.
V{o-F conversionprocess caused by temperaturevariationsand
drift havekept many designersfrom usingV{o-F convertersin other
DVMs.Theseerrorscan easily be hundredsof parts per millionper
degree.Anothermajor inconvenienceis that many adjustmentsare
oftenrequiredjust to get the transfercurve-no matterhow linear to
go throughthe origrn(sometimescalledthe zero adjust)and havethe
properslope (or full-scaleposition,sometimescalledthe gain adjust).In the 53354 theseerrorsare eliminated.The only errorsleftare
the voltage referenceand input ground shifts (in the input bufier).
In additionto the errorsnormallyencounteredin liningup the zero
and full-scalepointsof the transfercurve,anothererror resultsfrom
the nonlinearityof the transferfromvoltageto frequency.Fig.2 shows
a typicaltransferfunctionand this error.Evenif the two end pointsare
positionedexactly,there is stillerror caused by the curvatureof the

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the digital voltmeter, Option 20, for the
5335A Universal Counter. The
standard trigger-level DVM has
the same form minus the inDut
buffer.

Val D. McOmber
transferfunction.The distancebetweenthe desiredstraightline and
the curved line is the conversionerror. However, if a third point
Val McOmber holds BSEEand MSEE
can be obtained on the V-lo-F transler curve so that two linear
degrees from BrighamYoung University. He joined HP and the 53354
extrapolations(on the three points) can be done, the error can be
Counterprojectin 1976,developingthe
dramaticallyreduced, as shown by the two dotted lines in Fig. 2.
counter'sDVM,time base, powersupThisthree-pointtwo-linecurvef it removesthe problemsof zeroand
gain adjust and drift with time and temperaturein both the internal
ply, front and rear panels,phase meatrigger level DVM and Option 20. lt is implementedby microsurements,and EMCdesign.Nowwith
processor calibration,performed on each measurement.lt is acHP's Santa Rosa,CaliforniaDivision,
Val is married,has threechildren,and
complishedby providing,througha bufferedvoltagemultiplexer,the
lives in Santa Rosa. His interestsinthree referencepoints needed for the linearcurve fit. These voltage
points are: the full scale maximumvoltageof +5V, the minimumof
clude photography,highJidelitysys-5V, and the midpoint,which is ground.Thesethree referencesare
tems, racquetball,and his church and
provided by a precision voltage source that uses a commercial
family.He'sa nativeof Provo,Utah,and
high-gradevoltagereferencewhich includesmatched precisionrea captainin the U.S.ArmySignalCorps
reserve.
sistorsfor dual precisiontracking references.
One partrcularlystrongfeatureof the 5335A'sDVM is that the user
can take advantageof the featuresof the mainframe.Sample time are available.Externalgatingand HP-lBoutputroundoutthe systems
can be adjustedfor ease of viewingor accuracy.Mathand statistics capabilities.

long string of digits that results from high resolution is
broken into groups of three digits to make it easierto read.
For short displays, however, this is not always desirable.
This exception, and others, meant that using physically
grouped digits was lessthan optimum. The solution was to
group the digits by means of software, using the 12-digit
display as if it were a blackboard,and positioning the numbers as needed.This approach gives the flexibility needed
to display the wide variety of measurementsavailable in the
counter.
Another problem ariseswhen the signal being measured
is unstable.This can result in a display in which severalof
the least significant digits are meaningless.To avoid this
problem, there is a key in the statistics group called
SMOOTH.This activates an algorithm that monitors the
display and truncates digits that are found to be too unstable. The monitoring is continuous, and if the signal
being measured becomes more stable the algorithm increasesthe number of digits in the display.
The SMOOTHalgorithm is fairly straightforward. Each
new measurement is compared with the previous measurementto seehow many digits agree.This information is
fed into a running averagethat is eventually used to determine how many digits to display. A running averageis used
so that the number of digits will grow and shrink slowly to
avoid an irritating jumpy display.
To further stabilize the display the measurementdata is
also fed into a running average. This has the effect of attenuating small glitches in the signal, while still indicating
drift in the signal. A problem arises,however, if there is a
largetransition in the displayedvalue.The running average
would distort the answer for too many readings.Therefore,
the SMOOTHalgorithm also checksfor this occurrenceand
resetsthe averagearound the newest value.
To customize the display for particular applications the
math keys can be used.Theselet the measurementbe modified a number of ways, a good examplebeing the display of
drift. This is done by telling the counter to subhact from
eachnew measurementthe measurementimmediately preceding it. For frequencymeasurementsthis has the effect of
displaying df/dt. The setup is easy. The operator presses

OFFSET: MEAS,_1ENTER,and given a sequenceof measurements,MEAS1,MEAS2,MEAS3,. , ., the counter will
display MEAST-MEASI-r.
Analyzing the measurementsthrough statistics is also
possible. Arithmetic mean (average)can be used for
measuring unstable inputs and for gaining an additional
digit of resolution. Standarddeviation can be used to measurethe amount of instability in the signal. When combined
with the math capability, a form of the two-sample Allan
deviation can also be displayed. This is a measurementof
frequency stability and requires the calculation of fractional
standard deviation. The display can also be programmed
remotely. In this mode the counter's display might show
the results of externalcalculations done on measureddata.
Thus the counter appears to have made all the measurements and calculationsitself. For example,a controller can
program the counter to measure the frequency of a VCO
(voltage-controlled oscillator) while varying the tuning

Fig.8. Simplified diagram of the self-compensatingpositive
peak detector. The peaks of the input signal are detected and
used to determinethe 10"/o,50"/o,and 90"/"levelsfor automatic
triggering.
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5335A Self Test and Diagnostics
by RobertJ. LaFollette
The microprocessorthat orchestratesthe 53354 UniversalCount- specifictestscan be accessed by enteringthe specifictest number
er's complexmeasurementsand chainsof measurementsis equally into the scALEregister.
powerfuland versatilein providingassistanceto serviceand repair
Three forms of signatureanalysiscan also be performedin both
personnel.The 53354 providesthree levelsof selftest.The iirst level iree run and stimulusmode.The free run mode takes no ROM space
is accessed by pressingthe cnecr key for a moment.This initiatesa and checks the address decode logic and ROM patterns.Stimulus
slowlyflashingdisplayto check the seven-segmentdisplaysand the modetakesonly50 bytesof programcode and teststhe remainderof
.13-step
LED annunciators.A
test of the multiple-registercounter the addressablelogic.
The 5335A's flat constructionprovides excellent serviceability,
(MRC)and the interpolator
circuitryis also performed.
Holdingthe cnecr key in for a few secondsaccessesthe second giving easy access to both sides of almost all components.The
level of self test. In addition to the above checks, this test runs a processor and digital sections disconnect easily from the power
completecheck of the signalpath in the counter.The operatormust supply, the front end and the display assemblieslor easy replaceourpuron the rear panel to the rneoe input to ment or troubleshooting.Withinthe digital assemblya buffer is proconnectthe rN/EBASE
providestimulus.Failureto do so willgivean ERRoB
7.0message.With vided to isolatethe heart components-the processor,the ROMs,
this stimulus,the programtests both input channels,the common/ and the RAM-from the rest of the digital circuitry, making tault
separatesignalselectioncircuitry,inputattenuators,acldc coupling, locationeasier.
the
the interpolation
circuitry,
the routingto the MRC,MRCoperation,
computationof the results,and the display and its circuitry.
Robert J. laFollette
The most complete set of tests and diagnostictools is the third
Bob LaFollettereceived his BSEEdelevel.Over 30 tests or groups of tests can be performed.They are
gree in 1962 from CaliforniaState
accessed through a sequence of keystrokes.Pressingone of the
PolytechnicUniversityat San Luis
and then sMoorHwill produce the
blue math keys such as oFFSET
Obispo.He did digitaldesignfor the
messagespEcrAL,
designatingspecial functionaccess. Pressingse
next elevenyears, generatingone paENTER
completesthe access intothe diagnostics.Diagnostic#1, the
tent on a video data recording
entrypoint intothe diagnostics,is the mostthoroughtest of all. lt is a
technique,
thenioinedHPin 1973.He's
chainof severalteststhat startsat the microprocessorand gradually
Eoone prooucuonengrneenngano
works through the circuitry,adding blocks oJ circuits on each sucsoftwaredevelopment,and is now a
cessive test. The reportingsystem issues a FA|Lrnessagefor any
projectmanagerwith HP'sSantaClara
unsuccessfultest. The messagesrange from FAIL1.0to ratr z.s,with
each integer indicatinga differentblock of circuitry.The program
attemptsto cycle through the tests repeatedlyeven if severalfail
messageshave occurred. The test checks ROM and RAM, MRC,
interpolators,
triggerlevelcircuitry,displays,data bus, and front-end rentlybuildinga houseof hisowndesignrntheSantaCruzmountains
and spends his leisuremomentsmakingphotographs,hiking,and
relaysand circuitry.lt concludeswith a displayof the +s-volt,-5volt, and +3-volt supply voltages. Each of these tests and other learningto play the five-stringbanjo.

voltage. The counter can then be made to display the
VCO's linearity.
Systems
Several considerationsgo into the design of an instrument intended for systemaswell asbench-topapplications.
In systems,an important considerationis easeof programming. To meet this goal the command structure of the
counter was designed to be totally compatible with HP's
line of computers. No special format or image statements
are needed, and parameterscan be sent in any notation.
Another user convenienceis seenevery time the instrument is turned on. The HP-IBaddressis briefly displayedso
that it can be verified by the operator.
Systems compatibility goes beyond the interfacing
capabilities.Electromagneticcompatibility is also important, Therefore, signal paths within the instrument were
carefully designed to reduce emissions. For instance, a
linear power supply was chosen,not only for simplicity and
easeof repair, but also for its quiet nature. Also important
were precautionssuch as keeping signal loops and ground
returns tightly spaced, and the fact that most of the highspeed logic was shrunk into the MRC. Most signals that
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have to havel long distances are converted to sine waves to
reduce harmonics. The result is excellent EMI compatibility and the passing of both Germany'sVDE 0871/0875and
receiver law limits, and the
FTZ 52611,979arrd 52711.975
U.S. MIL-STD-461A Notice 3 limits.
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A Low-Cost Universal Counter for
Systems Applications
implemenSincethe introductionof the HP-lB(Hewlett-Packard's
tationof the IEEE-488interfacestandard)it has becomemuch easier
to designautomatictest systems.A basic elementof manyautomatic
systemsis a universalcounter,which measure3frequencies,time,
and events in a myriad of differentways.
A new low-cost,low-power,reliableuniversalcounterfor systems
applicationsthat combinesexcellentperformancewith remoteprogrammabilityis the new Model 53164 (Fig. 1). lts performance
specificationsare, in general,the sameas the comparablespecificaThereare a number of new features,but the
tions for the 5315A,/8.1
primarydifterenceis the abilityto communicateon the HP-IB.
The dc levelat which the counterkiggers is generallydetermined
by a pair of potentiometerson the front panel. In the 53164, these
levels can also be independentlyprogrammedthrough digital-to-analogconverters(QACs)over a rangeof +2.50 voltsto -2.50 volts
in 10-millivoltincrements.The trigger levelsare broughtout to two
pointson the frontpanel.Thesetest pointsallowaccessto the actual
trigger levelswhetherthey are under local or HP-lBcontrol.
A usefulJeaturein systemsapplicationsis the abilityto lock the
internalreterenceoscillatorto a localstandard.Any submultipleof 10
MHz between1.0 MHz and 10 MHz can be usedwith the 5316,4.An
multiplierproducesthe 10-MHztime base used by
injection-locked
the rnternalcounting chain.
A Single-chipmicrocomputerconsistsof a centralprocessingunit
(CPU),ROM, and RAM on a single monolithiclC. The 53164 is
unusualin that it usestwo ditferentmicrocomputers:a 3870to implementthe normalcountingfunctionssuch as scanningthe keyboard,
drivingthe displayand operatingthe countingchain,and a 6801to
processthe l/O such as decodingthe HP-lBinstructionsand encoding the data intoASC|l.Thetwo processorsexchangeinformationby
a four-bitlink with an asynchronoushandshake.
Each processorhas two kilobytesof ROM;thesoftwareresidingin
the ROMsdefinesthe operationof the 5316A. Softwareinitialization
includes ROM and RAM testing internalto the l/O processor,and
externaltestingof the four-bitdata linkbetweenthe l/O processorand
counterprocessor.The l/O processorprogramsthe counterprocessor for self check and readsthe data. lf an errordevelops,the user is
informedby the flashing of the HP-lB status lamps. This provides
maximumuser confidenceand a convenienttroubleshootingtool if
the instrument
shouldrequireservice.The 53164 HP-lBinstructions
and programmingformatare designedto be as similaras possibleto
53354, describedelsewherein this
thoseof the higher-performance
rssue.
A number of selttest routines are built into the 53164. These
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includesignatureanalysisand a thoroughtest of the link betweenthe
l/O processorand the HP-lBcontroller.The signatureanalysisroutine
includes a DAC programming routine that generates a sawtooth
waveformthat can be monitoredat the triggerleveltest pointson the
front panel.The HP-lB link test rs an extensiveinteractivetest of the
link betweenthe HP-IBcontrollerand l/O processor:it ensurescorrectoperationof alltheelementsof theHP-lBinterconnection,
including the cable. Twenty-fivepercent of the ROM is devoted solelyto
testing.The test routinesuse many of the subroutinesin the main
operating systems,so that the actual percentage of the software
used in testing is sixty-fivepercent.
One of the extraordinaryfeaturesof the 53164 is its low power
consumption. Low-power design reduces the internal heat rrse,
thereby greatly improving reliability.The 53164 is one oJ the few
systems-orientedinstrumentsthat does not need a fan.
Relerence
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